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indication that you’re playing something too fast too soon. The good news is that this can be
corrected. If this is happening often, slow everything down until your notes are clear. If it’s
happening when you play a specific tune, slow the tune down until your notes are clear. And
please, please use a metronome all along the way!
Play your tune with clear notes many times and it will become “programmed” in to your body’s
muscle memory cleanly. Then, your next job is to gradually increase the tempo. If you begin to
hear any “fuzz” again, slow back down a little for awhile, and then try speeding up again. After
a while of this going back and forth with different tempos, you’ll be able to play your tune well
at a fast tempo and all your work will be worth it!
Here’s an exercise you can use to practice finger/bow coordination:
On any string, play the open string, the first finger, second, third, fourth, third, second, first,
open….. over and over again, changing bow directions each time – down, up, down, up, etc…..
starting at a metronome speed at which you can play every note cleanly and clearly. Then
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By the way, this is not just a practice technique used by people first learning to play the fiddle; I
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listen on
YouTube.
Correction: The four lines in last month’s
Tips
after the bowing diagram were
inadvertently carried over from the previous issue. Please disregard.

Tune of the Month: Sandy River Belle

